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CENTRALIZED TECHNICAL PROCESSING AND PPBS: A LITERATURE REVIEW

Dr. Donald E. --Riggs
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SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
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Centralized processing and other cooperative efforts are not

entirely new concepts-lor libraries and learning resource centers.

Melvil Dewey (1877) in an article on cooperative cataloging wrote:

At the present time,_ if a specifically valuable book is
published, it finds its way to at least a thousand different
libraries, in-all of which it must be catalogued- ,One of the

highest salaried officers og each of these thousand li6raries

must take this book and examine it for the scores of points

that only a cataloguer cEn appreciate the necessity of (lbok-

ing up. Then the title must be copiedand revised. Berhaps

a .helf day is spent-in preparing a satisfactory note to append

for the benefit of the readers, etc., etc. And all of this

work is repeated to a certain extent in each of the thousand

libraries! Can librarians complain if practical businessmen,

call this sheer extravagance (1)\170)?

The thrust toward getting processing centers developed was hot

too fruitful during the late 1800's and early 1900's. It was not

until the mid- 1940's that processing centers began to come into

existence. The number of processing centers began to grow in the

1950's and several centers were established in the 1960's. These

centers served public and school libraries altost without exception.

Leonard (1969) did not find any evidence of processing. centers serv-

ing a group of academic libraries or learning resource centers in a

study he conducted. However, during the latter 1960's the litera-

ture revealed that different studies had begun in order to discover

if centralized processing was a Viable approach for,the academic

library and learning resource. center.
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According to Piercy (1964), the specific gains of centralized

processing are:

(1) Advantages in purchasing books (higher discount,

more consideration by the dealer, approval and return priV

ileges, etc.); (2) economy for all in elimihating duplication

of tasks (e.g., cataloging the same title but once for many

libraries); (3) availability of needed bibliographic and pro-

fessional tools (too expensile for each. library to have); (4)

assurance of haVing the work done expertly and uniformly
(thus aiding the user going from library to library); (5) ad-*

vantageous buying of supplies in large lots; (6) saving'time

and labor by utilizing macilinery, equipment, and physical
space too expensive for indiVidual libraries; (7) better de-

velopment and training of personnel . and providing staff spe-
cialization and promotional dpportunities in the work; (8)
elimination of duplicate records, such as authority files;
and (9) installation of better work planning and management

(p,-199).

Cox (1955) listed two additional advantages: (1) the free-

ing of librarians for other areas of work, and (2) the possibility,

through a- union catalog and interlibrary loan arrangement, of mak-.

ing the total resources of the system available to each member.

In this manner, the breadth of any individual library or learning

centerin the centralized processing system would be materially

increased and the necessity, for duplication reduced.

Disadvantages associated with processing centers include the

possibility of a time lag in getting the materials to the learn-

ing resource centers from -the processing center. However, the

time lag is anticipated only during the beginning months of the

center's development. Within six months the time lag is replaced

with greater speed in getting the materials processed than could

be expected from each learning resource center. The processing

center should include both the acquisitions and cataloging activ-

ities. Bendix (1958) predicted,that processing centers which

."
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handled cataloging only and did not have anything to do withrac-

quisitions would be operating at a disadvantage.

Hendricks (1966) had stressed that the economic aspect is

the "paramount motive" in centralized technical services. One

must investigate the advantages of centralized processing to see

if they offset the economic factor. According to Kurtz (1970),

when a processing center begins, the costs can be extremely high,

but they need not be'Ariewed with alarm. As the work flows are

changed, steps are eliminated, and the staff becomes better trained,

the per unit cost beginS to decline. Kurtz revealed that during

the first four-month activity period of the procesSing center of

the Rhode Island. Department of State Library Services_ the operat-

.
ing -cost per book was $2-9105. The cost per boOk after six-months

was down to $2.224. The decreaseoceurred\in spite of a rise- in-

costs for all facets of the center along with,the addition of more

employees. \

%According to Gipson (1967), an analysis of costs for adding

a book to the Macomb, County Community College cah be broken down

into'five cost items:. materials cost, personnel cost, equipment

cost, supplies cost, and area cost: However, each of these-cost

items contains some hidden costs. The "hidden costs" for pro-

cessing items need further analysis.

A study done with the Louisiana State Library Processing

Center supports the financial savings concept of proOessing cen-

ters. After the Louisiana State Library Processing "Center was in

operation for one year, an analysis of operations revealed that

the center saved, as compared with former independent ope'rations,
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a total of 1,508 man hours ($3,136.64), a savings of $184.24 on

supplies, and a savings ($214.60) on increaseddiScount figured

at 3.6 percent on the overall book budget for a total savings for

1969 of $3,534.88 (Roundtree, 1970).

Leonard (1969)\ with the assistance of a National Science

Foundation grant conducted one of the more analytical studies con-
,

cerning costs and centralized technical processing. In his study

with nine state-supported academic libraries in Colorado, he dis-

covered that the processing center would save the libraries at

least $117,000.00. A dollar s vings of $1.40 per book would occur

for single volume processing and $1.92 for processing two or more

identical copies could be saved.

The cost savings realized through centralized processing do

not refleCt the nonquantifiabie beneflts-realized by the individual

learning resource center or- library: One such benefit is that of

released time from the repetitive, clerical tasks associated with

acquisitions and cataloging. The new time for the learning re-
.

source center personnel to engage in more Substantive aspects of

the academic program may be valued as highly as the financial

savings realized from centralized processing. With all learning

center costs constantly rising and increasing demands being put

on' learning resource centers in the teaching processes, few learn-

ing resource centers can afford technical processes which-are in-

efficient and of undue cost..

Progress toward the developmen of processing abroad and out-

side of the United States has not occurred very rapidly. For ex-

ample, Sukiasian (1966) made Clear that the U.S.S.R. is far behind
1

J
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other countries in centralized processing. He denotes that the

classification scheme is also decentralized and is carried on by

many organizations. Apparently, much'preliminary work needs to

be- done before the Soviet Union can engage in centralized process-

ing on a large scale. The idea of centralized procetsing in Great

Britain has perhaps been more talked about than practiced. It is

a curious fact that the public libraries of Great Britain which

were most active during the prewar years in promoting the notion

of centralized cataloging are turning away from it while academic

libraries which were 14stiliterested in such a prospect are now

turning toward it. In 1950, the British National-Bibliography

was started with the hope of creating bibliographic control for

the major libraries of Great Britain. However, the ineffective-

ness- of the British National Bibliography has resulted in it11

meeting only a small fraction of Britain's library needs (Francis,

1950). Bringing the centralized processing activity back closer

to the United States, it should be noted that Canada did not es-

tablish .A national office of Library Resources until 1968.

cording to Sylvestre (1969), the 1ack of cooperative efforts

,

,

/

through centralized control has left Canada with an isolated frag, -

mentation of its library resources.

Although centralized processing cannot be considered new in

the,United States, it has taken on many new facets since World

War II. With the passage of the Library Services Act by the

United States Congress in 1956, funds became available for public

and school libraries to use in creating processing centers. Cronin

(1967) reported that when.Congress approved Title Ii-C of the

CAD

44,
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Higher Education Act of 1965 it took two very important steps in

aiding libraries and learning resource centers of higher education

in the Urfited States. The steps were described: (1) it fully

recognized for the, first time the importance of granting Federal

aid and assistance toward solving the problems of cataloging in

this country; and (2) it gave the Library of Congress a Clear man-

date to provide new and unparalleled services for the benefit of

academic and research libraries and learning resource centers in

the United States.

Problems still exist in.the many operations of centralized

processing. One problem is that of developing standardized tines,

Time measures have been conducted in certain clerical activities

in technical processing. Voos (1965) engaged in a doctoral dis-

sertation study dealing with .a microtechnique motion measurement

of particular technical services. TWO conclusions developed from

this study: (1) cost is more subject to change than time (i.e.,

salaries normally incr6ase annually, but the time involved in Com-

pleting a technical services task is not likely to change signif-

icantly), and (2) each technical services operation should be un-

der constant surveillance to determine whether it is necessary

andwhether it accomplishes the task it was originally set up to

perform. In regard to time and its relailbnship to technical

services, the computeris on the horizon as being the one innor

vation which will enhance the argument for centralizing the tech-

nical processes to save time. The computer has and will continue

to add new dimensions to technical services., Kilgour' (1973),

director of the .Ohio College Library Center, Continues to advocate
+,
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that the only! economic viability for libraries and learning- re,-

T

source centeri's is cooperation by centralization.

PLANNING - PROGRAMMING- BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)

, .

Planning-Programming-Budgeting System is many things for

modernizing management, and decision making at all levels. It is

an integrated system to improve the information base for policy,

program, and resource-allocation decisions. It is a unifying and

comparing process for higher level review and analysis of program

alternatives. It provides, through narrative and numerical ex-

pression, an explicit determination of the relative efficiency

and economy of allocating lithited resources to'alternate plans

for achieving concrete objectives. Also,. it is a means for're-

,

vealing the long-range consequences (in terms of estimated costs

and benefits), of annual or short-range decisions and actions on

plans, programs, and resource allocations.

The program budgeting and systems analysis elemen/ts of PPBS

can be traced in American industry to the 1920's when General

Motors and DuPont formulated working documents whose purpoSe was

to identify major objectives, to define programs essential to

/these goals to identify resources and to relate them to specific

types o- objectives, and to analyze systematically the alternatives A

avallable, At about the same time the Bell Laboratories intro -9"'"-

duced methods of systems analysis which are similar to those u d

today except they were primarily limited to hardware or equiPmInt

(Novidk, 1969) .

In government, the two Hoover Commissions (1947-1949

8
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and 1953-1955) introduced concepts, "performance budget" in the

earlier case, and "program budget" in the latter which gave em-

phasis to the activities or outputs for which inputs are used

(Gross, 1969). The first general public awareness. of PPBS cc-

curred when,Charles Hitch of the RAND Corporation becaine comp-

troller of the U.S. Defense DepartmentWand introduced the system

for Secretarli-Rdbert McNamara. Prior to the use of PPBS, the

Department of Defense did not have an integrated mission-oriented'

system for planning and allocating its resources. It relied upon

the classification and allocation of resources on the basis of

categories s\ich as research, and deveppment, procurement, construc-

tion, operations and maintenance, and military personnel (Held,

1966) .
/

The experience of PPBS in the Department of Defense prompted

President Lyndon B. Johnson to decidethat the PPBS /approach

(1

should be applied to the other departments and egenCies of the

executive branch of the Federal government. On August 25, 1965,

the President announced his_decision (Novick, 1967):

This morning I have just concluded a breakfast meeting
with the Cabinet and with the heads of Federal agencies and

I am asking eachof them to immediately begin to introduce

a very new and'very revolutionary system of planningand
programming and budgeting throughout the vast Federal govern-
ment, so that through the toolsof modern management the
full promise of a finer lifecan be brought to every American
at the lowest possible cost. This program is designed to
achieve three major objectives. It will help us to find
new ways to do jobs faster, to do jobs better, and to do

jobs less expenSively (p. xix).

` One way of viewing PPBS is to see it as a response to the

inadequacy in traditional budgeting. In the United States, the

budget design of the Federal government was built largely With

9



the need to control financial improprieties on the part of public

officials. Being a comptroller's budget, it was "not designed'to

assist analysis, planning,_ and decision making, and it does not

work well for that purpose (Anshen, 1965, p. 12).v

With objects of expenditure or inputs as its orientation,

from th&perspective of top-level decision making, the budget,

according to Anshen (1965), did not provide the necessary inTor-:

mation to:

(1) Choose among alternative go ls when available re-

sources are insufficient to undertake the achievement of all

goals concurrently, (2) measure the total immediate cost of
activities designed to achieve any Single goal, (3) identify
currently the implicit future costs of present program de-

cisions, (4) chart with cOnfidence the probable future Course-

of the expenditure side of thebudget in total and signifi-,
cant detail, or (5)..'cvialuate the efficiency and effective=,

ness of, the performand of ongoing programs by comparing 1

costs- with achievements (p. 14).

Traditional budgeting did not pay Much attention to the goals

and objectives of programs,for which the government committed re=

sources. .Neither was there much concern with altk iatives or bef:

ter ways for achieving program objectives: Capron (1969) Jcalled

.
.

. ,

attention to the fact that when agencieS made recommendations on

programs and budget dollars to the Bureau of the Budget and the

President, the absence of alternatives and the absence of the

kind of information needed for judging the effect of either an

increase or decrease in funding level on a given program had led,

to the situation i6 which the judgment of the Bureau of the Bud-
,

get staffs had, at times, to replace arbitrarily the-judgment of

those who knew much more about the program..

The objectives of PPBS. One objective of PPBS is the specifir
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cation and clarification of the goals and objectiVes of an organi-

its
zation's,programs. Unless an organization is aware of what

Az

programs are intended to do, it becomes difficult to know whether

such programs are perving their purposes. PPBS in this respect

has the_eflec of impelling the organization to take stock of

what it is doing, and to chart its course accordingly.

Being output oriented, PPBS is interested in the relation

between the output of a program and its. objectives. Only when

the output of a specific program is analyzed in the context of

its objectives does it:become meaningful.. Such analysis is also

the basis for determining the effectiveness of a program.

According to Tok (1970), an objective of PPBS is the idehti-

cotsfication,of the entire of program decisions, whether the'

\

d \ \
1

.

costs are immediate or extend.into the future. The system seeks

to measure, or at least take cognizanCe of, theitOtal *costs of
f -

programs as
I

fully.as possible, Whether present or future, direct

or indirect.

PPBS aims toward plannig programs for the first year. and\

subsequent'years. Planning is long-range and considers the multi-

a
year implications of current decisions. Planning and programming

. I

normally utilize, a five-year fdrward time horizon. However, the

time horizon is dependent upon the PPB System cons.idered.

Nevertheless,. the first future year is the detailed budget'year.

The application of analysis to the search. fo the most ef-
\

fective alternatives for accomplis1ing the objectives of Programs,

if poPsible, at. the lowest cost is a further pursuit of PPBS.

Under PPBS, programs are to come under r periddic review to ensure
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that resources are used to*the best advantage.

An overall objective of PPBSis,tointegrate the planning, ,

progratming, and budgeting functions of an enterprise into a foil,

mal system. The system would provide better information on organi-

zational objectives and alternative: ways to att4n,them, including'
,,,

explicit preseptation of the costs and benefits of the alternatives.
1

The primary aim is to assist administrators in improving their 4-1-

cision making in the spheres of resource allocation_ and management.

r

PPBS also creates a decision- making environment in which the basis
, N -

:1

of competition among subordinate organizational units in- an enter-
-

prise is the effectiveness of subordinate unit contributions to f

\

an organization's\goals.
i

1

i

Interrelated dimensions of PPBS. /The three major dimensions:
//

of the PPBS acronym are: ,planning, programming, and budgeting.'

It cannot be emphasized too much that these three dimensions/ire
A : / \

not separate dimensions but are interrelated and interdependent.
. ,

.
/ \---

Novick (1964) makes it clear, that "Planning and programming
\

1

, r

are,really aspects of the same process; they differ only in elm-

phasis (p. To:him-planning is\a 'more-Informal-process-than--

programm pg, more a matter of procedures (p. 69)." He visualizes

\
programming\as being the More specifiC c1etermina i.on Of cotirseg

; of action generated through plannIng. Plans are translated 'into

. programs. De Ganaro (1971)-defined the three dimensions in the

following manner: (1) planning--the study of objectives and

alternative ways to achieve%objectiveS, Of future environments,

and of contingencies and how to respond to them; (2) programming--
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a method of describing activities according to objectives or out-

puts and of relating these objectives to the costs or inputs

needed to produce the outputs or effectiveness desired; and (3)

7

budgeting--the activity through which funds are requested,,appro-

priated, apportioned and accounted (p. 30)

The final, element of PPBS--system--is merely the structure

within which. the planning, programming a sting takes place.

PerhapS it would be more accurate to sta.... chat the system is

the proceSs of planning, programming, and budgeting falling within

the.foregoing definitions of the three interrelated dimensionS.

Major components of the PPB System. The Bureau of the'Bud-

get Bulletin Number 68-9 (The analysis -and evaluation of

1969) developed -four components in order,to present PPBS as a for-
,

. /
.

mal system. The.four components, with brief descriptions, are:

(1) program structurethis component describes the framework

b
ofthesystemwithits.objectives. Three levels of classification

(i.e., categories, subcategories, and elements) are used in com7

posing a complete program structure; (2)'program memoranda--a

comparison of the characteristics of each alternative given for

obtaining the objectives make up the docuMent known as the pro-

gram memoranda,; (3) program financial plan--this document contains

_a,-continuing record from year to year of the outputs, =costs, and

financing of all agency programs. It reflects the multi-year
N,

programs of an organization by summarizing the past, the current,

and subsequent budgetary years; and (4) special analytic studies--

studies supply the analyticfounda,ion for decisions made in the
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.4.

-program memoranda. Part or all of program issues may be eXposed

to analYiltstudies in order to enhance the decision-making pro-
,

cess. Special analytic studies may also be called cost -effective -}

ness, cost-benefit analysis, or systems analysis. Whatever they \

alied, their basis goal is to provide a quantifiable eValua-

___tion. of alternatives. Cleland and King (1968) defined the Systems

analysis function in the PPB System as: (a) systematic examinaton

and comparison of those alternative actions which are related t

the accomplishment of desired objectives, (b) comparisons of

ternati(res on ,the, basis of the resource cost and the benefit associ-
.,

0

ated/with each alternative, and (c) explicit consideration of un-

certainty;

The four-PPBS components have been followed as a-formal system

structure very closely by the Various 'Federal goVernmental agen-
,

However, many other agencies (e.g., state governments and

school districts) which have been operating supposedly in the

PPBS mode have attempted to create their own structure, and con-
,

sequently resulted in lacking th4 basic ingredients and philo-
,ti.

sophical foundation of an effective PPB System.

Advantages of PPBS. Many advantages are inherent in the PPB

System. One of them is that it operates as a zero-base budgeting

process (Schultze, 1968). Zero-base budgeting differs from in-

cremental budgeting in t at it reviews and justifies each program

inning from zero, while incremental budgeting operates on the

basis of a percent or actual dollar increment over the present

eriod. With PPBS, the continuation of each program is questioned

14
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and must be documented; this approach encourages reallocation of

funds to new programs when'old programs cannot be fully justified

or better :use of resources is identified.

Matrice relate the program structure to the total oi.gani-
,,

zation (Carlson, 1969). A three-dimensional procedure (e.g., al-

ternatives, ppgranCelements, and time) may be illustrated to re-
-

veal how each program element is multi-dimensional in respect 'to

tithe contribution it mak s to the program.

PPBS is an approac to decision making which systematicall
-

integrates all aspects of planning and implementation of program's

(Alioto, 1971). Many anagement systems lack the integrating arid

systematic approach poissessed.by PPBS.

What, PPBS is not:. The word "programming" in PPBS_dogi not

°

mean computer programming (Hartley, 1968). PPBS is also not de-

l-

1

cision making by computer. Decisions will continue to come from

the political process, influenced by value judgments, from 'the

pressures coming from the various interested parties as well as

from the process of syStematic analysis.

PPBS is not a system which in itself centralizes decision

making. Sophisticated analytical techniques are used. It is

Irecognized that centralization can result from using PPBS because

superior analytical and informational technologies present a

decision maker with the opportunity to exercise more control.

However, this centralization is intentionally brought about by

the decision maker.' It does not happen automatically under the

PPBS approach (Carlson, 1970).

15
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Accordingto Hartley (1968), PPBS does not imply that the

entire output of an organization can be,quantified and measured.

Many products gleaned from a PPB System may be non-quantifiable,

but extremely valuable. PPBS is not limited to cost -accounting

and to economic considerations in the narrow dense.'

Furthermore, PPBS is not a substitute for the experience,

the intuition, and the judgment of the decision maker. On the

contrary, its aim is to sharpen that intuition andjudgmerit by

stating problems more precisely, by discovering new alternatives,

and by making explicit
v/
the comparison among alternatives.

PPBS and Accountability in Education. According to Alioto

(1971), "no social institution finds itself in greater 'rouble

today and none is less likely to finish'the decade recognizably

intact than the American system of public education. Public

schools and institutions of higher education are embroiled in a

major overriding financial crisis; demands for educational ser-

vices have escalated much faster than the system's ability and.

resources to meet them (p. 3) " School administrators, are being
I

held more accountable than ever for the results of thg public tax

dollar. They claim that society has articulated inconsistent

expectations and they readily acknowledge the absence of any teal,

systematic way to judge
\

cL:he productivity of the edu4tioljal systems.

The popular educational term in the 1970's *kg_ ccountability.

It is a,goal-referenced term. It is meaningless u?less one spe-

cifies accountability for what,..to whom, and uncle: what conditions

(Knezevich, 1973). PPBS may be perceived as a "me agement technique
!
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to use ii developing a functional accountability system. PPBS

does specify objectives, feasible. alternatives, zero-base bud-

geting, and it emphasizes quantifiable-as well as non-quanti-

fiable outcomes.

Hartley (1968) has indicated the need for PPBS in education

by stating "let us hope that within the decade of the 1970's edu-

cational planning will shift more rapidly from blind, doctrinal

faith toward conceptual strategies emerging from administrative

theory and management science. PPBS provides a,framework for

coping with disconcerting changes and awesome responsibilities

that will face the schools with increasing intensity each year

(p.,127)."

MODERN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR LEARNING RESOURCE CENTERS AND LIBRARIES

During the last decade several modern management systems have

made- inroads into the institutions of higher education. Acronyms

such as MBO, PERT, and PPBS have become common in management dis-

cussions and practices. Even though there,is a dearth of litera-

ture concerning the application of management systems to learning

. resource centers and libraries, these very'important departments-

of institutions of higher educati_on will not be able to escape

the impact of, modern management'systems much longer. The need

for modern approaches to managing learning resource centers and

libraries was stated by Munn (1968):

Many academic administratori view the library as a bottom-

less pit. They have observed that increased appropriations

one year invariably result in still larger',!requests the next.

More important, there do not aipear to be even any theoreti-
cal limits to the library's neecls. Certainly the library

1.7
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profession has beeiwiriable to-define_them. The current'
pressure to introdu e modern management practices to the
universities will no leave libraries unaffected. Such
techniques as progra budgeting require a much more rigordus
analysis of the balance of return against investment than

has ever been applied\to libraries. Just why should the
library receive 3 or 6 'or 1 or 10 percent of the institu-

tion's budget? How should the claims.of the library for

budget support be evaluated? These and similar questions
are certain to be asked. It might be prudent for academic
librarians to have answers (p. 51).

The community college learning.esourcg center administrators

are being placed under the accountability pressures andare be-

coming more responsible for getting the maximum utilization and

nefits from materials and personnel. Fearn (1972) notes that

the community colleges are the fastest-grpwing sector of this

.tpuntry's'post-secondary educational system. He stresses the

ne d for management systems that will reflect a benefit-cost

,
approach. If taxpayers are going to continue to-give financial

support to community colleges, then the administrators of the

community colleges are going to have to provide leadership by

using management systems which will contain goals, objectives,

input-output relationships, and a methol for analysis. Components

of the .6ommunity college,, such as the learning resource center,

must employ the systems approach in order to enhance productivity

by meeting specific Objectives.

Drucker (1934) began writing in the 1950's on the concept

of management by objectives (MBO) in business and industrial

management. MBO is a way to manage by identifying objeCtives

and applying them as criteria to judge the quality and effective-

ness of inputs and activities. A high priority is placed on de-

fining/organizational objectives and communicating them to all

is
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personnel. The "systeMs management oriented" conceptualization

of MBO is much closer to PPBS than is.the "human relations

o
ented" concept based on the interpretation by the designer of'

the MBO System. MBQ may be considered as a subset of the PPB

System.

learning resource centers are going to have to apply the

principles of }management techniques. The areas of technical pro-

0. .P

messing are la ge and complex and need to be addressed in a system-
.

atic manner. Oldiorne (1921) stated that if the executive "can

control results, he indeed can manage even the.largeSt (p. 13)"

of organizations. MBO becomes a "geneial system of mangement"

of the "systems approach to administration" in this conce

zation.,

According,to Battersby (1964), it was in- 1961 whep PERIM

(Program Evaluation Review Technique) and other efforts iri-nbtv

work analysis were brought into the vocabulary of forward-thinking

managers.

,

At that time, as today; it was believed that efficient

management mudt always\stem from a. precise statement of an ob -'

jective; that any project must begin with an explicit definition

of what is to be achieved. Decisions need to be forecasted betWeen

the critical (important) and noncritical jobs. An organiiation

1

such as a learning resource cente with the various rQutine tasks

could apply principles of PERT tow d improvement of effibiency.

The learning resource center could use the principles of MBO,
,--"

PERT, and PPBS concurrently in ApiactiVe managementisystem. A
1

general MBO model based_ on the syStemi managemerit Point of view

May be useful in-implementing PPBS. While the missions and ob-
,

i9
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jectives of the learning resource center are undergoing their

cycles, a PERT chart may be drawn with the significant events

identified and the time for achieving each of them noted to help

ascertain if the learning resource center is on target in

menting the system.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE

The literature surveyed concerning centralized processing

was comprehensive and provided an historical as well as a global

perspective. Some important research remains to be done with the

development of standard times for technical processing activities

which could be used as universal guideposts for learning resource

centers and libraries. Since the concept of learning resource

center is fairly new in the academic world, most of the literature

used the word "libraries" rather than "learning resource centers."

The haridling and processing of nonbook media materials were only

briefly mentioned.

After the researcher made a thorough search of all of the

indexing tools to periodical, book, and microform materials,

was realized that not one article had been written/gOhcerning

any type of management system as being applied to technical ser-
,

.

vices processing centers. Apparently, the'new processing centers

have been developed without much-thought given to the benefits of

the new management systems.

Many facets of PPBS are revealed in .the'li erature. "Pro -

ram budgeting" is used in the literature sometimes in lieu of

PPBS. Even though the Bureau of the Budget had spent considerable

20
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time in organizing a systematic, hierarchial structure for PPBS,

many researchers and writers tend to devise their own system of

PPB. In one expression proponents of PPBS will elaborate on how

well structured the PPB System is, and then their ensuing state-

ments will reveal how they have begun weakening the structured

aspect of PPBS by attempting to subtract some dimension of the

system. The bulk of the literature tends to devote pages to

the theoretical and conceptual aspects of PPBS, but very.little

has been done through research to reveal how a comprehensive PPB

System can be opetationalized.

l't
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